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Abstract
A search for neutral Higgs bosons has been performed using the full sample of Z
0
decays collected
by the OPAL detector at LEP up to 1995. The data were taken at centre-of-mass energies
between 88 GeV and 95 GeV and correspond to an integrated luminosity of approximately 160
pb
 1
. The present search addresses the processes Z
0
!H
0
Z

and h
0
Z

, where H
0
is the Higgs
boson predicted by the Standard Model and h
0
the lightest neutral scalar Higgs boson predicted
in the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model. For the virtual Z
0
boson,
Z

, the following decay channels are considered: Z

!, e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
. One candidate event
has been found in the 
+

 
H
0
channel. Combined with earlier searches, the present search
excludes the SM Higgs boson, at the 95% condence level (CL), from the mass range below 59.6
GeV. In the framework of the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model, allowing a wide range
of variation for most relevant model parameters, a 95% CL lower limit of 44.3 GeV is obtained
for the mass of the h
0
boson. Combined with earlier direct searches for the Higgs boson pair
production process Z
0
!h
0
A
0
and with measurements of the Z
0
line shape, a 95% CL lower limit
of 23.5 GeV is obtained for the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A
0
, assuming tan  1.
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1 Introduction
Local gauge-invariant theories of the electroweak interaction introduce spontaneous symmetry
breaking [1] to allow some of the gauge bosons to acquire mass while keeping the theory renor-
malizable. This procedure predicts the existence of one or more scalar particles, the Higgs
bosons [2]. Despite a worldwide experimental eort, these Higgs particles have not yet been
discovered.
The simplest such theory, the Standard Model (SM), has one doublet of complex Higgs
elds. It predicts the existence of a single scalar Higgs boson (H
0
) with unspecied mass but
well dened couplings. Consequently, the cross-section for the production of an H
0
in e
+
e
 
collisions (through the Bjorken process e
+
e
 
!Z
0
!H
0
Z

[3]) and the H
0
decay branching ratios
are precisely predicted as a function of the Higgs boson mass, m
H
0
.
Despite the success of the SM in describing elementary particle phenomena at the elec-
troweak energy scale and below, the theory has considerable shortcomings. For example, it
does not predict the mass spectrum and family structure of fermions. There is also the prob-
lem of quadratically divergent radiative corrections to the Higgs boson mass often referred to
as the \naturalness problem". While in the SM these divergences are cancelled by ne-tuning
of model parameters, supersymmetric (SUSY) models [4] provide a more elegant solution: the
divergent loops from standard particles are cancelled by equivalent loops of their SUSY part-
ners.
The implementation of SUSY necessitates at least a second doublet of complex Higgs elds.
In the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) considered here [5],
there are two such doublets, one of which, with vacuum expectation value v
2
, couples only to
up-type fermions while the other, with vacuum expectation value v
1
, couples only to down-type
fermions. The ratio tan = v
2
=v
1
is a free parameter of the model. While it is expected to be
in the range 1 tan m
t
=m
b
 40 (m
t
and m
b
are the top and bottom quark masses), values
slightly less than 1 cannot be excluded a priori [6].
The MSSM predicts an enlarged Higgs sector [5] with ve physical Higgs bosons: one pair
of charged particles, H

, two CP-even neutral scalars, h
0
and H
0
(m
h
0
<m
H
0
by denition), and
one CP-odd neutral particle, A
0
. At the tree level, the masses obey the following relations:
m
h
0
<m
Z
0
<m
H
0
, m
h
0
<m
A
0
<m
H
0
, and m
H

>m
W

. Of these relations the rst has perhaps the
greatest phenomenological impact since it limits from above the mass of the lightest CP-even
Higgs boson, h
0
. These mass relations are modied when radiative loop-corrections due to
heavy quarks and squarks, in particular the top and stop quarks, are taken into account: m
h
0
may become larger than m
Z
0
, and m
A
0
may become smaller than m
h
0
. It is important to note,
however, that even with two-loop radiative corrections included, the mass of the h
0
boson is
constrained to less than approximately 140 GeV. For a recent discussion of the Higgs boson
phenomenology at LEP energies, see e.g. Ref. [7] and references quoted therein.
At LEP energies in the vicinity of the Z
0
resonance, the h
0
and A
0
bosons could be produced
by the Bjorken process Z
0
!h
0
Z

and by the Higgs-pair process Z
0
!h
0
A
0
. In the MSSM the
4
cross-sections of these processes, 
hZ
and 
hA
, are related [7] to the cross-section, 
SM
HZ
, of the
SM process Z
0
!H
0
Z

by the relations

hZ
= sin
2
(   ) 
SM
HZ
(1)

hA
= cos
2
(   )

 
SM
HZ
(2)
where

 is a kinematic factor, smaller than 1, which depends on m
h
0
and m
A
0
and accounts
for the suppression of the p-wave cross-section near the production threshold. The coecients
sin
2
(   ) and cos
2
(   ) are determined by the MSSM as a function of the Higgs boson
masses and other model parameters ( is a mixing angle relevant for the physical masses of the
CP-even Higgs bosons h
0
and H
0
).
The results of the four LEP experiments from earlier searches, for the SM Higgs boson [8]
[9] [10] and for Higgs bosons in the MSSM [11] [12], together with more recent results, are
summarized in Refs. [13] and [14]. Recently ALEPH have updated their limit for the mass
of the SM Higgs boson using all data collected at the Z
0
resonance [15]. The latest OPAL
publications on searches for the SM Higgs boson [10] and for h
0
and A
0
in the MSSM [12] are
based on data collected until the end of 1993, which amount to an integrated luminosity of
approximately 75 pb
 1
. The present update is based on the analysis of more than 5 million Z
0
decays collected by OPAL before the end of 1995, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
approximately 160 pb
 1
.
In the case of the SM Higgs boson, the search is performed in the missing energy channel
(Z

! and H
0
!qq) and in the charged lepton channel (Z

!e
+
e
 
or 
+

 
and H
0
!qq).
Other channels previously exploited, namely (Z

!
+

 
)(H
0
!qq), (Z

!qq)(H
0
!
+

 
) and
(Z

!)(H
0
!
+

 
) have been discarded for reasons of high background. In the missing energy
and charged lepton channels the event selection has been improved since Refs. [10] and [12] to
yield better rejection against backgrounds which have become important at the present high
integrated luminosities. The new search in the missing energy channel is described in a recent
publication [16]. We quote the results since these are relevant to the present update. The new
search in the charged lepton channel is discussed in this paper. There, a detailed study of the
backgrounds was necessary to establish whether this channel still has the required sensitivity
to contribute to the search at Higgs boson masses in the vicinity of 60 GeV.
The interpretation of the earlier searches for the MSSM Higgs bosons h
0
and A
0
is also
updated. The results obtained for the SM Higgs boson are interpreted as searches for the
process Z
0
!h
0
Z

using Equation (1). For the process Z
0
!h
0
A
0
the update relies on searches
published earlier [12]. Although these are based on the smaller data sample that was available
at the end of 1993, their range of sensitivity extended very close to the kinematic limit of the
process, m
h
0
+m
A
0
=m
Z
0
. While the earlier results, based on the eective potential approxi-
mation [17], were strictly valid only in a rather restricted theoretical framework of the MSSM
(e.g. the masses of all SUSY particles were assumed to be degenerate and described by a single
mass parameter), the present results are derived using solutions of the renormalization group
equations [18] and allow for variations of the relevant MSSM parameters over wide ranges ex-
pected from theory. The new results also make use of a better knowledge of the top quark mass
[19] and of restrictions of the parameter space which are derived from experimental limits on
5
SUSY particle masses. Note that the search in the missing energy channel described in Ref.
[16] is also sensitive to nal states where the h
0
boson decays into \invisible" channels such
as h
0
! ~
1
0
~
1
0
which may have a sizeable branching fraction in the MSSM ( ~
1
0
is the lightest
neutralino, assumed to be the lightest supersymmetric particle). Such nal states were not
considered to exist in the previous publication.
The OPAL detector is described in detail in Ref. [20]. It is a multipurpose apparatus hav-
ing nearly complete solid angle coverage. The central detector consists of a system of tracking
chambers providing charged-particle tracking over 96% of the full solid angle inside a 0.435 T
solenoidal magnetic eld. Besides measuring particle momenta, the central detector also con-
tributes to the identication of particles by measuring the specic ionization loss, dE/dx, in
the chamber gas. A silicon microstrip detector with two layers [21], surrounding the beam-
pipe, provides precision measurements of track impact parameters and the reconstruction of
secondary decay vertices. A lead-glass electromagnetic calorimeter located outside the magnet
coil covers the full azimuthal angle range with excellent hermeticity in the polar angle range
j cos j < 0:82 for the barrel region and 0:81 < j cos j < 0:984 for the endcap region (the polar
angle  is dened with respect to the e
 
beam direction). The magnet return yoke is instru-
mented for hadron calorimetry, and consists of barrel and endcap sections along with pole tips
that together cover the region j cos j < 0:99. Calorimeters close to the beam axis measure the
luminosity using small angle Bhabha scattering events and complete the geometrical acceptance
down to 26 mrad. These include the forward detectors (FD) which are lead-scintillator sand-
wich calorimeters, and at smaller angles, since 1993, silicon-tungsten calorimeters (SW) [22]
located on both sides of the interaction point.
The signal detection eciencies and possible backgrounds to the missing energy and charged
lepton channels are studied by extensive Monte Carlo simulations. The generated event samples
are passed through a detailed simulation of the OPAL detector [23] and processed in the same
manner as the data.
The next two sections summarize the searches in the missing energy and the charged lepton
channels. The results are combined in Section 4 where an updated mass limit is presented for
the SM Higgs boson. In Section 5 the results are interpreted in the MSSM and updated mass
limits for the h
0
and A
0
bosons are presented.
2 Search for Higgs bosons in missing energy channels
The data are searched for events with sizeable missing energy and a visible part which consists
either of a hadronic \monojet" or a hadronic acoplanar \dijet" (i.e. two jets which are not
back-to-back in the plane transverse to the colliding beams). Such event topologies would arise
not only in the SM process Z
0
!H
0
Z

but also in Z
0
!h
0
Z

followed by Z

!, and in the
process Z
0
!h
0
Z

followed by (h
0
! ~
1
0
~
1
0
)(Z

!hadrons). The monojet topology occurs when
the invisible part of the event (Z
0
! or h
0
! ~
1
0
~
1
0
) has a large invariant mass while the dijet
topology characterizes events with low invisible mass, typically less than 25 GeV.
6
The selection criteria for these event topologies are described in Ref. [16]. In order to classify
an event as monojet or dijet, it is divided into two hemispheres by the plane orthogonal to the
thrust axis. If there are no tracks and clusters passing basic quality requirements in one of the
hemispheres, the event is classied as monojet; otherwise it is classied as dijet. Dijet events
are then required to exhibit signicant acoplanarity. The event selection leaves two events in
the data sample while the simulation of the various backgrounds, mainly from Z
0
! hadrons,

+

 
, and from higher-order four-fermion processes, predicts 2.30.4 events. The two observed
events are therefore compatible with background expectations. However, they are considered as
signal candidates when mass limits are derived. The rst candidate, a dijet, has a visible mass
of 24.83.0 GeV and an invisible mass of 34.97.7 GeV. The second candidate, a monojet, has
a visible mass of 6.30.8 GeV and an invisible mass of 78.51.3 GeV.
In the case of visible Higgs boson decays (and invisible Z

decays) the detection eciencies
vary from 30% for a Higgs boson mass of 12 GeV to 50% at 40 GeV, decreasing to 15% at 65
GeV. For the case of an invisible Higgs boson (and a visible Z

!qq decay) it is 26% for Higgs
bosons with mass less than 5 GeV, rising to 55% at 50 GeV and falling to 22% at 70 GeV. The
combined statistical and systematic errors which aect these eciencies range from 2% at low
to 6% at high visible mass.
3 Search for Higgs bosons in the charged lepton channel
The experimental signature for the process e
+
e
 
!Z
0
!H
0
Z

followed by Z

!(e
+
e
 
or 
+

 
)
and H
0
!qq is a pair of well isolated, energetic, oppositely charged leptons produced together
with a high-mass hadronic system. The data selection follows closely that described in an earlier
publication [10]. However, the old selection criteria have been tightened and new requirements
were added to cope with the increased luminosity of the data, which requires a better rejection
of backgrounds while keeping a high detection eciency for the signal, especially for large
Higgs boson masses. It was therefore important to achieve a better understanding of the
backgrounds, mainly from hadronic Z
0
decays and from higher-order four-fermion processes.
The latter, although low in rate, may have event topologies very similar to those of the signal.
The signal is simulated using the PYTHIA event generator [24]. To study the backgrounds,
the following event samples are used: (i) about 4 million hadronic Z
0
decays generated by
JETSET [24] with the relevant parameters which govern the hadronization process tuned to
OPAL data [25]; (ii) 160 000 four-fermion events (80 000 for each of the nal states e
+
e
 
qq
and 
+

 
qq) generated by FERMISV [26] which adequately describes the measured OPAL
data [27]; (iii) a large sample of JETSET Z
0
!b

b! e
+
e
 
X, 
+

 
X (inclusive e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
events) having more than 10 times the statistics of the data.
It is dicult to predict accurately the background from hadronic Z
0
decays, because the
events which mimic the signal topology form an extremely small fraction of such decays. Our
strategy is to apply stringent cuts against such events, with a high degree of redundancy, so as
to reduce the background to a negligible level. The following modications are applied to the
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analysis of Ref. [10]:
 The requirements to identify electrons and muons are tightened. This reduces the proba-
bility for misidentifying hadrons as leptons. For the e
+
e
 
channel, the requirement on the
specic ionization loss, dE/dx, of a charged particle in the central detector gas is changed
from dE/dx > 9:17 keV/cm to 9:17 <dE/dx < 12:0 keV/cm, and the requirement on
the ratio of particle energy over momentum changed from E=p > 0:7 to 0:7 < E=p < 3:0.
For the 
+

 
channel, tight requirements were applied in the previous analysis to only
one of the muons and looser requirements to the second muon [10] whereas now the same
tight requirements are applied to both muons.
 The energy measured in the forward and silicon-tungsten calorimeters is used to veto
two-photon events and hadronic Z
0
decays with one of the jets emitted at small polar
angle. Previously only the FD calorimeters were used. In the present analysis the FD
and SW calorimeter are used in conjunction for the data taken since the SW detector was
installed.
Other modications improve the quality of the selection and compensate for the losses in
signal detection eciency which are caused by the tighter requirements described above.
 The cut on the hadronic mass, at 25 GeV, applied formerly to the invariant mass of the
hadronic system, with a mass resolution of about 10 GeV, is replaced by a cut using the
recoil mass (i.e. the mass of the hadronic system computed as the mass recoiling against
the lepton pair), which has a mass resolution of 1 GeV.
 The cut on the scalar-momentum sum of the two muons or the energy sum of the two
electrons is lowered from 25 GeV to 20 GeV. This increases the detection eciency for
Higgs bosons with high mass.
As a net result of the above changes, the background from hadronic Z
0
decays has been
reduced, while that from four-fermion events has increased. Four new cuts are introduced. The
rst two are in part redundant with the earlier selection [10] and aim to reduce further the
background from hadronic Z
0
decays. In particular, they ensure that all simulated hadronic Z
0
decays are removed by at least two dierent cuts.
 In the Higgs boson process, the leptons emerge from the primary interaction vertex since
they originate from the decay of the Z

boson. In hadronic Z
0
decays, the leptons tend
to originate from a secondary vertex since they mostly come from the decay of a b- or
c-avoured hadron. A cut,
q
d
2
1
+ d
2
2
< 50 m, is applied to the sum of the impact
parameters in the transverse plane of the two lepton tracks with respect to the primary
vertex, added in quadrature. The corresponding distributions for simulated signal and
background samples are shown in Figure 1(a).
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 Leptons from hadronic Z
0
decays are commonly accompanied by energetic neutrinos which
reduce the visible energy of the events. The visible energy obtained from combining
track momenta and energies measured in the electromagnetic and hadron calorimeters (a
description of the energy-ow algorithm can be found e.g. in Ref. [28]) is required to be
larger than 80 GeV; see Figure 1(b).
Finally, two cuts enhance the Higgs boson signal with respect to the remaining four-fermion
background:
 Since Higgs bosons decay mainly into b

b hadronic nal states, at least one secondary
vertex is required in the event, formed by three or more tracks [29] and having   `=
l
> 3
(` is the decay length, i.e. the distance between the primary and the secondary vertex
in the transverse plane, and 
l
the error on `). See Figure 1 (c) for the corresponding
distributions.
 In addition to the previous requirement that both lepton momenta exceed 5 GeV, it is
also required that they be less than 30 GeV; see Figure 1 (d).
The eects of the above cuts on the data, on the main sources of background and on the
signal from a Higgs boson with 60 GeV mass, are listed in Table 1.
Figure 2 shows distributions of the decay length, , and the dilepton mass after all cuts
except the one that is applied to the quantity displayed. The cuts on these two quantities have
the largest impact on the four-fermion background. Figure 3 shows the recoil mass distributions
in the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
channels for the four-fermion background when all selection cuts are
applied. In the e
+
e
 
channel no event survives the selection while in the 
+

 
channel one
candidate event remains; it is indicated by the solid dot. This event, already described in Ref.
[10], has a recoil mass of 61.21.0 GeV. Further, it has
q
d
2
1
+ d
2
2
= 3:2 m, a visible energy
of 95 GeV,  = 3:6 and muon momenta of 19.3 GeV and 7.3 GeV (small deviations from the
values quoted in Ref. [10] are mainly due to the improved calibration of the detector).
After all selection cuts, the background from hadronic Z
0
decays is negligible. From applying
the selection cuts to the high-statistics sample of simulated Z
0
!b

b events one estimates a
rejection better than 2:5  10
 8
against hadronic Z
0
decays having two genuine electrons or
muons. The background from fake leptons
1
has been determined as follows. From the sample
of 4 million generated hadronic Z
0
decays, a subsample has been selected where the lepton
identication requirements were not applied and where the lepton isolation criteria (see: Ref.
[10]) were loosened. By applying the lepton identication requirements to that sample one
obtains a rejection factor of 7  10
 4
. On the other hand, by applying all cuts but the lepton
identication requirements to the full sample, one obtains a rejection factor of 2 10
 6
. Thus,
the total rejection factor for hadronic Z
0
decays with fake leptons is of the order of 10
 9
.
1
Electrons may be faked by a charged hadron overlapping with a photon or a 
0
, or by photons converting
in the detector material. Muons may be faked by the \punch-through" of charged pions or kaons which give a
signal in the muon detectors, or by pions or kaons decaying in ight.
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Table 1: Eects of the cuts of the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
selections on the data, the simulated back-
ground samples from hadronic Z
0
decays and four-fermion processes, and on the detection
eciency for a Higgs boson with 60 GeV mass. The numbers of events in the simulated back-
ground samples are normalized to the integrated luminosity of the data. In the case of the
data, requirements on the status of those subdetectors which are relevant for the e
+
e
 
and

+

 
selections introduce a small dierence in the number of preselected events.
e
+
e
 
selection 
+

 
selection
Events (%) Events (%)
Data Z
0
! had four-f Higgs Data Z
0
! had four-f Higgs
Preselection 314 538 292 740 45.4 76.1 316 083 292 740 29.7 81.2
Common cuts 156 146 162 208 31.9 59.7 153 100 162 208 21.6 67.1
Lepton identication 706 622 10.2 49.6 2 139 1 790 8.7 60.5
Lepton isolation 11 0 8.8 38.0 9 1.0 7.2 45.6
`
+
`
 
and recoil mass 7 0 3.8 34.7 4 1.0 2.9 42.8
q
d
2
1
+ d
2
2
6 0 3.6 33.8 4 1.0 2.8 41.9
Visible energy 4 0 3.0 28.5 3 0.0 2.7 39.0
`=
`
1 0 0.6 21.5 1 0.0 0.5 30.8
Lepton momentum 0 0 0.4 21.5 1 0.0 0.4 30.8
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Table 2: Eciencies for the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
selections, number of Higgs bosons expected to
be produced (N
e
+
e
 
;
+

 
prod
) and to be detected experimentally (N
e
+
e
 
;
+

 
;total
exp
), as a function of
the Higgs boson mass.
m
H
0
[GeV] 
e
+
e
 
(%) 

+

 
(%) N
e
+
e
 
prod
N

+

 
prod
N
e
+
e
 
exp
N

+

 
exp
N
total
exp
30 9.8 8.6 71.4 71.6 6.9 6.2 13.1
40 22.1 23.1 26.5 26.6 5.9 6.1 12.0
50 24.2 33.6 8.3 8.4 2.0 2.8 4.8
54 25.3 29.4 5.1 5.1 1.3 1.5 2.8
56 24.5 29.9 3.7 3.8 0.9 1.1 2.0
58 23.2 28.0 2.8 2.8 0.6 0.8 1.4
60 21.5 30.8 2.0 2.0 0.4 0.6 1.0
62 20.8 23.8 1.4 1.4 0.3 0.3 0.6
66 17.1 21.6 0.6 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.2
If one considers only events with recoil mass larger than 50 GeV, i.e. with masses in
the vicinity of, or higher than, the Higgs boson mass limit quoted in Ref. [10], the residual
background after all selection cuts is 0.170.02 events in the e
+
e
 
channel and 0.210.03 events
in the 
+

 
channel.
The signal detection eciencies are listed in Table 2 as a function of the Higgs boson mass.
The last column shows the expected number of signal events in the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
channels
combined. These numbers have an error of about 7%, from Monte Carlo statistics (5%), from
uncertainties on the integrated luminosity (1%) and the production cross-section (1%) and from
uncertainties which aect the simulation of the selection requirements (5%).
4 Mass limit for the SM Higgs boson
The numbers of expected signal events in the missing energy channel and in the charged lepton
channel (e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
combined), and their sum, are listed in Table 3 as a function of the
Higgs boson mass. To derive a mass limit, the expected numbers of events are to be compared
to the 95% CL upper limit which is derived from the observation in the data; see Figure 4.
Before the comparison, the expected numbers of events are decreased by their systematic errors.
Taking the missing energy channel by itself, the two observed events are far below the mass
limit of Ref. [10]. Their inuence on the new mass limit is negligible. For zero observed events
in the proximity of the mass limit one obtains in this case a 95% CL lower limit of 60.6 GeV
for the mass of the SM Higgs boson [16]. Taking the leptonic channel separately, the observed
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Table 3: Eciencies (%) and expected numbers of events for the missing energy () and
charged lepton channels, and their sums.
m
h
0
[GeV] 

(%) N

exp

`
+
`
 
(%) N
`
+
`
 
exp
N
total
exp
30 47.7 203.8 9.2 13.1 216.9
40 51.6 84.0 22.6 12.0 96.0
50 38.6 20.4 28.9 4.8 25.2
54 33.1 10.8 27.3 2.8 13.6
55 31.7 8.7 27.3 2.0 10.7
56 30.5 7.4 27.2 1.8 9.2
58 28.7 5.2 25.6 1.4 6.6
60 25.7 3.4 26.1 1.1 4.5
62 21.4 2.1 22.3 0.6 2.7
65 15.1 0.8 19.6 0.3 1.1
66 13.0 0.6 19.4 0.2 0.8

+

 
H
0
candidate at 61.21.0 GeV mass is well above the limit that can be derived from this
channel alone; see Figure 4. The same procedure as in the missing energy channel thus leads
to a 95% CL lower limit of 53.2 GeV.
If the missing energy and leptonic channels are combined, one has to take into account the
observed candidate in the 
+

 
H
0
channel since the mass of that event is suciently close
to the limit to have an impact on its value. One obtains in this case 59.6 GeV. The joint
limit is thus weaker than the one obtained from the missing energy channel alone. Methods
with various degrees of sophistication are found in the literature to determine the limit in the
presence of candidate events, which take into account the resolution with which the mass of
the candidate events is measured (see e.g. Ref. [15], [16]). In the present case these methods
give results within only a few hundred MeV of the quoted value. Since uncertainties e.g. from
initial-state radiation or from the absolute energy calibration of the detector are of the same
order of magnitude, we choose not to apply those methods.
It is pertinent to ask if the leptonic channel still has the required sensitivity to serve as a
search channel for Higgs bosons in the mass range close to 60 GeV. To answer this question one
uses the Monte Carlo predictions for the signal and background, and compares the luminosity
that is required (using the prescription of Ref. [7]) with and without the charged lepton channel,
to exclude a signal at the 95% CL. The comparison is done at a Higgs boson mass of 60.6 GeV,
i.e. at the mass limit derived from the missing energy channel alone. The predicted signal is
3.0 events in the missing energy channel and 0.9 events in the charged lepton channel. For
the background one integrates the predicted number over the range with mass larger than 50
GeV, and obtains 0.6 events in the missing energy channel [16] and 0.4 events in the charged
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lepton channel. Using these numbers, the comparison favours the inclusion of the charged
lepton channel, although detailed predictions depend crucially on the background estimation.
We therefore consider the charged lepton channel with its superior mass resolution to be a
sensitive search channel at Higgs boson masses in the vicinity of 60 GeV, and quote the value
from the combined analysis, 59.6 GeV, as our best estimate for the lower limit of the SM Higgs
boson mass, at the 95% CL.
5 Experimental limits in the MSSM parameter space
In this section we summarize the restrictions on the MSSM parameter space which can be ob-
tained from the searches for the processes Z
0
!h
0
Z

and Z
0
!h
0
A
0
and from other experimental
inputs.
The cross-sections for the two processes are related to the SM Higgs boson production cross-
section by Equations (1) and (2). The SUSY factors sin
2
(   ) and cos
2
(   ) which depend
on the MSSM parameters are computed, together with all Higgs boson masses and couplings,
from the renormalization group equations at the two-loop level, which have been incorporated
into the Higgs boson generator HZHA [30] following Ref. [31]. The following MSSM parameters
serve as input to the calculation:
 m
A
0
, the mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A
0
;
 tan ;
 M , the universal gaugino mass parameter; M = M
1
cos
2

W
+M
2
sin
2

W
, where M
1
and
M
2
are the U(1) and SU(2) gaugino masses, respectively, at the electroweak energy scale
and 
W
is the weak mixing angle. We remind the reader that M , together with  and
tan  determine the chargino and neutralino mass spectrum;
 , the parameter describing the mixing of the two Higgs eld doublets;
 A
t
, A
b
and A

, mixing parameters relevant for the stop, sbottom and stau masses at the
electroweak energy scale;
 M
q
; M
u
; M
d
; M
l
; M
e
, soft symmetry breaking mass parameters relevant for the squark
and slepton spectra at the electroweak energy scale.
In a complete study of the MSSM parameter space one would have to vary all parameters
independently and compare in each case the model prediction to the data. This is dicult since
the number of parameter sets to study would be very large. The number of sets is reduced by
requiring A
t
= A
b
= A

= A, which implies the same mixing in the stop, the sbottom and
the stau sectors. The eect of this simplication on the Higgs mass spectrum is small. It is
also assumed that M
q
; M
u
; M
d
; M
l
and M
e
are all equal to a single parameter, M
S
, which
implies mass degeneracy of all squarks and sleptons at the electroweak energy scale. Since M
S
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is scanned over a wide range, this simplication should not limit the validity of the results.
Furthermore, since neither sleptons nor squarks have been detected in Z
0
decays, the impact of
these assumptions on Higgs boson decay properties is not important for the currently examined
Higgs mass ranges.
In the present study one assumes further that A; M
S
and  are linked by one of the following
three sets of relations which correspond to small, intermediate and large deviations from mass
degeneracy in the heavy squark sector. The assumed relations are:
 A = 0;  =  50 GeV for small mixing;
 A = M
S
;  =  M
S
for intermediate mixing;
 A = M
S
p
6;  =  50 GeV for large mixing.
The heavy squark sector may have considerable impact on the Higgs sector via loop correc-
tions, and it is assumed that the three choices [7] taken together comprise a suciently large
range of theoretical possibilities. In Ref. [7] the value  = 0 is proposed for the cases of small
and large mixing. However, that value is already excluded to a large extent at LEP [32] since it
generates in general small chargino masses. This motivates our choice of  =  50 GeV, which
is the negative value closest to zero that typically yields chargino masses in excess of 40 GeV
within the considered range of M . For small values of M
S
, this value of  does not comply to
the usual criteria of \minimal" mixing, as dened in Ref. [7], i.e. j  j<< M
S
. Since in the
quoted reference the best exclusions are obtained for minimal mixing, the case designated here
as small mixing can be considered conservative in comparison.
With these assumptions, the only independent model parameters are m
A
0
, tan , M and
M
S
for which large ranges are investigated. The top quark mass is added as a supplementary
parameter since the Higgs boson masses depend strongly ( m
4
t
) on the latter. Based on the
current experimental ndings, m
t
=1759 GeV [19], it is taken
2
as 175, 185 and 195 GeV. The
precise parameter values used in the scan are summarized in Table 4. One observes that for each
of the three squark mixing scenarios the number of parameter sets considered is approximately
250 000.
For any combination of the input parameters, the HZHA program calculates the Higgs boson
(and SUSY particle) masses and couplings, from which detailed decay patterns are derived. For
those decays which lead to one of the event topologies listed in Section 5.1 below, the numbers
of events expected from the model are compared to the experimental upper limits which are
derived, at the 95% CL, from the negative outcome of the searches. The combinations of MSSM
parameters are validated or invalidated on the basis of that comparison.
To obtain exclusion contours in the (m
h
0
,m
A
0
) projection of the MSSM parameter space,
one scans over m
h
0
and m
A
0
and examines all parameter combinations which yield values
2
Since the loop-corrections depend strongly on m
t
we take the central value, and that value increased by
1 and 2 the experimental error.
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Table 4: List of values of the MSSM parameters and of the top quark mass which are used in
the scan.
Small mixing: A = 0,  =  50 GeV
Intermediate mixing: A =M
S
,  =  M
S
Large mixing: A =M
S
p
6,  =  50 GeV
m
A
0
[GeV] : 2, 4, 6, ..., 58, 60,
65, 70, 75, 80, 100, 120, 140 37 steps
tan: 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9,
1.10, 1.18, 1.27, 1.37, 1.48, 1.60, 1.73, 1.89,
2.06, 2.27, 2.51, 2.81, 3.18, 3.65, 4.26, 5.12,
6.41, 8.57, 12.8, 25.6 25 steps
M
S
[GeV] : 10, 45, 95, 145, 210, 410, 610, 810, 1010 9 steps
M [GeV] : 5, 20, 35, 50, 65, 100, 300, 500, 700, 900 10 steps
m
t
[GeV] 175, 185, 195 3 steps
of m
h
0
and m
A
0
within 1 GeV of the chosen masses. The point (m
h
0
,m
A
0
) is excluded if
none of the parameter combinations is compatible with the experimental upper limits. The
precise exclusion limits are obtained by interpolation between the expected numbers of events
in adjacent bins.
5.1 Experimental inputs
The experimental restrictions on the MSSM parameter sets are from the following sources:
(a) A rst input is the lower limit obtained for the mass of the SM Higgs boson using
the missing energy and the charged lepton channels, applied to m
h
0
using Equation (1). The
missing energy channel, besides being sensitive to visible h
0
decays, is also sensitive to invisible
nal states, for example the decay h
0
! ~
1
0
~
1
0
. As previously mentioned, these searches leave
two candidate events in the missing energy channel and one candidate event in the leptonic
channel. The corresponding Higgs boson candidate masses are 6:3  0:8 GeV, 24:8  3:0 GeV
and 61:21:0 GeV. These events are treated as signal events: the 95% CL upper limit is raised
locally (within 2 of the observed mass) from 3 events (no candidate) to 4.7 (1 candidate).
In the domain where the decay h
0
!A
0
A
0
is kinematically possible, the selection criteria in
the missing energy channel are also applied to the processes (h
0
!A
0
A
0
)(Z

!) with the A
0
boson decaying into qq or 
+

 
nal states. However, since the searches in those channels were
performed in 1993, they only apply to a reduced data sample. The detection eciencies are
typically lower than for the qq nal state. For example, at m
h
0
=50 GeV and m
A
0
=20 GeV,
the qqqq eciency is 25% [12].
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(b) Another experimental input is provided by various direct searches for the process
Z
0
!h
0
A
0
. These searches, described in Ref. [12], cover many nal states such as purely
hadronic events, hadronic events including one or two 
+

 
pairs, 3(
+

 
) and 3(b

b). Pub-
lished in 1994, these searches are based on a data sample of 75 pb
 1
luminosity only. However,
their sensitivity extends very close to the kinematic limit, m
h
0
+m
A
0
=m
Z
0
. In the quoted
publication special attention was devoted to the domain m
A
0
< 2m

where the A
0
decays are
model-dependent and uncertain.
(c) The observed decay width of the Z
0
boson provides another constraint. Compared to
the SM prediction, it yields an experimental upper limit of   < 13:9 MeV (95% CL) [33] for
any non-standard Z
0
decay channel. Applied to the Z
0
!h
0
A
0
process, it provides at each point
of the (m
h
0
,m
A
0
) plane an upper limit for cos
2
(   ); see Equation (2).
(d) Finally, constraints from experimental limits for supersymmetric particles obtained by
OPAL are also used. MSSM parameter combinations which yield SUSY particle masses incom-
patible with the measured limits are discarded. The strongest restriction is provided by the
chargino mass limit which was recently upgraded from 45 GeV (LEP I limit) to m
~

> 65 GeV
(see Ref. [32] for the details concerning the restricted applicability of those limits). The direct
searches for sleptons and sneutrinos in Z
0
decay [34] restrict M
S
to values larger than  10
GeV. The neutralino mass is restricted to more than 12.5 GeV for tan > 1:5 [16]. The stop
mass is required to be heavier than the neutralino which is assumed to be the lightest SUSY
particle. Raising the lower limit on the stop mass to 50 GeV [35] has negligible eect on the
results.
5.2 Mass limits for the MSSM Higgs bosons h
0
and A
0
The results are presented in Figures 5, 6 and 7 separately for the cases of small, intermediate
and large squark mixing. In each case, 95% CL exclusion limits
3
are given in the (m
h
0
,m
A
0
)
plane (parts (a) and (b)), the (m
h
0
,tan) plane (part (c)) and in the (m
A
0
,tan) plane (part
(d)). Results are given for tan  1 and various values of the top quark mass (parts (a))
and for m
t
xed at 175 GeV and various lower bounds for tan  (part (b)). The lower limits
obtained for m
h
0
and m
A
0
are listed in Table 5. For m
h
0
the limit is basically determined by
the kinematic limit of the process Z
0
!h
0
A
0
and is almost independent of model assumptions.
For m
A
0
, the most conservative (i.e. lowest) limits are obtained in the case of large mixing and
large top quark mass.
A word of caution is to be added. It has been pointed out [36] that in the (m
h
0
,m
A
0
) region
beyond the kinematic limit of the process Z
0
!h
0
A
0
, for m
h
0
+m
A
0
>m
Z
0
, the cross-section for
Z
0
!h
0
Z

may become very small for some particular sets of the MSSM parameters. Such sets
cannot be excluded at present centre-of-mass energies. The parameter combinations considered
in this analysis, specied in Table 4, do not reveal any such cases.
3
In the gures the experimental exclusion contours are combined with the theoretical bounds of the MSSM
which correspond to small, intermediate and large mixing.
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Table 5: Lower limits (95% CL) for the h
0
and A
0
bosons masses for various MSSM parameter
scenarios. The limits are valid for any tan  larger than the value indicated and for any top
quark mass smaller than the value indicated. If, in the case of small and intermediate mixing,
the lower limit of tan  is decreased to 0.8, the limit of m
h
0
remains unchanged and the limit
of m
A
0
vanishes for all values of m
t
that have been considered. In the case of large mixing, this
situation occurs already for tan 0:9.
Squark mixing tan  m
t
(GeV) m
lim
h
0
m
lim
A
0
Small mixing 1.0 195 44.8 27.5
1.0 185 44.8 39.0
1.0 175 44.8 44.8
0.9 195 44.8 0.0
0.9 185 44.8 9.3
0.9 175 44.8 16.0
Intermediate 1.0 195 44.3 39.0
mixing 1.0 185 44.3 40.5
1.0 175 44.3 41.0
0.9 195 44.3 24.1
0.9 185 44.3 24.1
0.9 175 44.3 24.0
Large mixing 1.0 195 44.5 23.5
1.0 185 44.5 23.8
1.0 175 44.5 25.9
6 Summary
New results are presented from searches for neutral Higgs bosons in the SM and in the MSSM.
The searches for the processes Z
0
!H
0
Z

(SM) and Z
0
!h
0
Z

(MSSM) use all data collected
up to 1995 by the OPAL experiment in the vicinity of the Z
0
resonance, corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of approximately 160 pb
 1
.
The selection cuts in the missing energy and in the charged lepton channels have been
optimized for good rejection of backgrounds and for high detection eciencies for large Higgs
bosons masses. In the charged lepton channel a detailed study of the residual backgrounds,
mainly from four-fermion processes, has led to the conclusion that this channel still has the
required sensitivity, and should not be discarded on the basis of excessive background. For that
reason the limit is given for the missing energy channel and charged lepton channel combined,
taking into account the observed 
+

 
qq event, with recoil mass 61.21.0 GeV, as a Higgs
boson candidate. This leads to a 95% CL lower limit of 59.6 GeV for the mass of the SM Higgs
17
boson. Had one used the missing energy channel alone, the result would be 60.6 GeV.
The same procedure is applied in deriving mass limits for the MSSMHiggs bosons h
0
and A
0
.
In contrast to earlier publications, the present limits are obtained in a more general theoretical
framework of the MSSM where the Higgs boson masses and couplings (decay branching ratios)
are obtained by solving the renormalization group equations at the two-loop level and where
most relevant model parameters are varied over large ranges. A lower limit of 44.3 GeV (95%
CL) is obtained for the mass of the lightest CP-even Higgs boson, h
0
, almost independently
of the MSSM model parameters. For tan 1 and m
t
<195 GeV, the most conservative mass
limit for the CP-odd Higgs boson, m
A
0
23.5 GeV (95% CL), is obtained in the scenario with
large squark mixing.
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Figure 1: Distributions for the new cut variables for the e
+
e
 
and 
+

 
channels together.
(a) The distribution of
q
d
2
1
+ d
2
2
after all cuts except the one applied to that quantity and the
lepton isolation cuts; (b) the visible energy distribution after all cuts except the one applied to
that quantity and with the lepton isolation cuts loosened; (c) the distribution of   `=
`
, after
all cuts except the one applied to that quantity and the lepton isolation cuts; (d) the higher
of the two lepton momenta after all cuts except the one applied to the lepton momenta. In
all plots the data are shown by solid points. The arrows show the position of the cuts. The
open histogram is the sum for the multihadronic and four-fermion backgrounds. The shaded
histograms show the four fermion background alone. The signal for a Higgs boson with 60 GeV
mass is shown by the open points.
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Figure 2: Distribution of   `=
`
and of the dilepton mass spectra after all cuts except those
applied to the quantities displayed. The white histograms show the four-fermion background
and the shaded histograms the signal for a Higgs boson with 60 GeV mass. The solid dots
represent the data. Events to the right of the arrows are accepted.
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channel, with 61:2 1:0 GeV mass,
that passed the cuts.
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Figure 5: Exclusion contours valid at the 95% CL obtained for MSSM parameter combinations
which correspond to A = 0 and  =  50 GeV (small mixing scenario). (a) Projection on the
(m
h
0
,m
A
0
) plane, for tan  > 1 and for three upper limits of the top quark mass. (b) Projection
on the (m
h
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, m
A
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) plane, for the upper limit of the top quark mass xed at 175 GeV and for
three lower limits of tan . (c) Projection on the (m
h
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,tan) plane, for three upper limits of
the top quark mass. (d) Projection on the (m
A
0
,tan) plane, for three upper limits of the top
quark mass.
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Figure 6: Exclusion contours valid at the 95% CL obtained for MSSM parameter combinations
which correspond to A = M
S
and  =  M
S
(intermediate mixing scenario). (a) Projection
on the (m
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) plane, for tan  > 1 and for three upper limits of the top quark mass. (b)
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and for three lower limits of tan . (c) Projection on the (m
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limits of the top quark mass. (d) Projection on the (m
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,tan) plane, for three upper limits
of the top quark mass.
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Figure 7: Exclusion contours valid at the 95% CL obtained for MSSM parameter combinations
which correspond to A = M
S
p
6 and  =  50 GeV (large mixing scenario). (a) Projection
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) plane, for tan  > 1 and for three upper limits of the top quark mass. (b)
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,tan) plane, for three upper limits
of the top quark mass.
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